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, . 1.1 would like to see more news and less material abOut
arts and etitertolnment events. ,
[]
An old ciicheoftenfloats around in convefsation~ and in literature. There
vari- •
. ousthemes on it. .
You can please some of the people some
of the time, but not all of the people all of
the time."
.
It certainly applies in journalism.
Recenly, a photograph ran in the Gallery section of our paper that showed a man with
a tattoo on his lower back. This was one of
those situations in which most of our readers
were riot pleased at all. I received phone
calls regarding the photograph. Some readers thought it in bad taste and inappropriate
for even a college publication.
The event prompted a discussion with' .
other staff members' regarding what students
want to read in the paper: I was told students
want to read about other everyday students
and what their lives are like. I was also told
some students felt the paper had become an
arts and entertainment magazine and that
there was no news regarding happenings on
the campus. I happen to disagree, but am
willing to listen to the opinions of others.
This.is an opportunity for students and
staff to give their input into what they would
like to see in the paper. This is an informal
~II. I will be sharing the results with readers in a future issue.
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B.elieve
Achieve .• • Sports ~y.
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how BStJ has come.

Operatic passion!

..

2; Iwould·Ilke rosee more entertainment ondorls news
and less Il6WS onmmpus 8Yentsc and Issues.
[ ].

3.There is a bolance between the arts and entertainment
neWsand campus news.
[ ]
.4.1 would like to see more lnternotlonol and globol news.
" ...~,'-

.-

[]

5.1 would like to see more news on the athletic teaRlS and
evenls.
[ ]
6.1 would like to see more news on student organizations
oncl dubs.
..
.
[ ]
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SflfYlyam be rvtrmlH 10 rs viti iegw", _
CfIIfIIHIJ _
or fax.

.0Ir IICIIiIg address Is:
Boise State University

lhoArbiter
•• 1910 Universily Dr.
Boise, ID 83725

Mall
For campus moil cut out the survey, dip it in an envelope ·and
address l!10 lho Arbiter.
CCIIIplIS

Fax
1208) 385-3198

The Arbiter .
has new e-mail addresses:
1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725
Phone (208) 345·8204 Fax (208) 385-3198
(-mail arbiter@c1aven.idbsu.edu
The Arbiter is the offidol student newspaper of Boise Stale University. lis mission is to
provide a forum for the discussion of issues importing the mmpus and the community.
The Arbiter's budget consists of fees paid by students of BSUand l)dvertising soles. It is
distributed to the campus and community on Wednesdays during the school year. nie
first copy is free, odditionol copies are SI each, payable at The Arbiter offices.
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Eaton, Sieve Jacoob, Cory Oswald, Eric Ellis Sports Writers Dovid Nelson, Darren
Elledge, Brian Gaus StOff Photographers Amee Broumand, Aubri WalkerI
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Sometimes hath the brightest day odoud;
Andafter summer evermore succeeds
Barren winter, with his wrathful nipping cold:
So cores and joys abound; os seosimsfleet

-

- William Shakespeare
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For back issues visit us:.at:

.http://www.idbsu.edu/
. arbiter/intro.hfml

ASBSU requests
nominations for

outstanding faculty .
The Associated
Students of Boise
State University invites 'students to par.t}cipate in identifying outstanding faculty
members' to be honored at the 10th
Annual Faculty Recognition Dinner on
March 20.
.. ,
Nominations are being accepted for'
those faculty members who have shown a
remarkable dedication and commitment
to the students of BSU. Faculty may' .
nominate other faculty with the endorsement of students.
Students may pick up a nomination
form at any of the deans' offices, the
SUB Information Desk, The Bookstore, '
Albertsons Library or the ASBSU Office
in the SUB. Nominations should be submitted to the ASBSU Office no later than
Feb. 23.

BSUPHOrO

Course helps
students bridge
cultural' gap

Graduation times,
places announced

A BSU political science class taught
The times and places for the 1996
by
public affairs professor Dave Patlon
commencement have been announced by
helped
bridge cultural barriers and provid.the BSU Executive Offices.
ed a memorable educational experience
BSU President
Charles' Ruch has
for several students last semester.
approved
a
request
from
the
Patton
created
a cross-cultural
Commencement Committee that all seven
.exchange for students in his Japanese
graduation services be conducted on the
Politics course when he invited four
same day, which is Sunday, May 12
Japanese students who are attending BSU
(Mother's Day).
as part of the Asia University America
College ceremonies
for Arts and
Sciences
(Morrison
Center),
Social
Sciences and Public Affairs (Pavilion)
offered by the Center for Management
and Technology (SUB Jordan Ballroom)
Development
and meets from 6:30 to
will be at 10 a.m,
9:30 p.m, Tuesdays in the Student Union
The .Convocation
Commencement
Building.
.
Ceremony
will be at 1 p.m, in the
The noncredit certificate program proPavilion.
vides up-to-the-minute information, conCollege ceremonies
for Education
cepts and know-how
to help human
(Morrison Center), Business (Pavilion)
resource professionals
become more
and Health
Science
(SUB Jordan
effective
in the workplace.
Sessions
Ballroom) will take place at 4 p.m.
cover organizational development, manThis is the last year that commenceagement practices,
interviewing
and
ment activities will be on a Sunday. Next
recruitment, performance management,
year and the following years, commencetraining and development, employee relament will be on the Saturday after final . tions and legal issues.
examinations.
Instructors
are Dawn Monroe of
Hewlett-Packard
and Carol Brown of
Micron plus other human resource professionals, legal experts and BSU professors. A senior-level
executive
guest
speaker also will present insights into
current human resource issues.
The cost is $795.
The.
Center
for
Management
Development is operated through BSU's
College of Business and Economics; The
center provides noncredit and on-site
training programs for supervisors, managers and executives.

New human

resource program
offered at BSU
A new 12-week program for human
resource professionals will begin Feb. 13
at' BSU.
The
Human
Resource
Professional
Developme.nt Program is

.

Front row from leff, Asia Uni\'ersify America Program studenfsAkira lto and Yukie Militani, public affairs professor DavePaffon, AUAP students ffariko Yotsuya and Kira Iwasa and AUAPdiredor Mally O'Shea with Patton's students. .
. .
Program.
The Japanese students discussed their
personal experiences dealing with their
government's policies. The discussions
also touched on the Japanese education
system with questions that included what
the Japanese students thought of the regi- .
mentation in Japanese schools, the difficulty of the Japanese college entrance
examination and a comparison of U.S .
education.
The visitors were also asked about
social trends in Japan, such as the role of
women in Japanese society and what college-aged students in Japan like to do for
entertainment.
Patton's PO 328 course is designed to

.To enroll or for additional information, contact
the BSU Center
for
Management Development at 385-3861
or
via
e-mail
at
cmdinfo@cobfac.idbsu.edu.

Upcoming IMPORTANT
deadlines
Feb. 1 -last day to mail the Free
Application for Federal Student Aidfor
1996-9rneed-based scholarships.
Feb. 2 -last day to make class
changes.
Feb. 12 -last day for leadership
Quest nominees to reply to Student Union
and Activities to attend the day~ong sem~
ncr on Feb. 16. (all 385·1223.
Feb. 16 - National Student
Exchange application deadline. (all 3851280.

examine the dynamics of Japanese ~Iitics as it relates to government policy
making in the areas of education, public
safety, the economy, social welfare and
foreign relations,
BSU's Asia University
America
Program started in 1990. Since then,
almost 600 students from Asia University
in Tokyo
have studied
at BSU.
Approximately 50 students arrive twice a
year for an intensive five-month academic
and cultural experience .. Students live in
residence halls interacting with Englishspeaking roommates and earning academic credit in English-as-a-second-language
courses, American history, human environment and physical education.

Volunteer Log
The BSU Volunteer Services Boord is
looking. for students to fill the folloWing
exciting volunteer opportunities ...
• 'Child Core Connections - volunteers are needed for assisting parents in
finding qualify child core.'
• Big Brothers/Big Sisters - volunteers are needed to ploy and visit bnd
work on computers with kids.
• The Epilepsy League Block Tie
Dinner '- volunteers are needed to help
welcome and register guests, decorate,
set up auction and moil invitations.
For information on these opportunities
or hundreds of other volunteer positions
contact the Volunteer ~ervices Boord. at
385-4240 ..
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He.althrepol't
Migraines· don't
··mix vvith~/ifeas

a student
by Josh Caslen
Staff writer

"

q

According to medical statistics, as'
many as one in 10 people may suffer
from migraine, a disease that causes
debilitating headaches:
The headaches are usually preceded
by what is called an aura, a period
where the sufferer may feel tingling and
numbness on various parts of the body
as well as vision problems like tunnel
vision or blind patches.
The headaches themselves can last
from four, to 72 hours and are usually
accompanied a severe sensitivity to
sound and light, as well as nausea and
even diarrhea. During this period, virtually any physical activity will only
increase the pain, and the only solution
is to lie in a quiet, dark room until the
headache fades.
Many people who suffer from
migraine have trigger factors which can
bring on a headache. They range from
factors as common to college students
as irregular or insufficient sleep, or
irregular diet habits, to stress or physiological changes from hormones or medications.
Stress is often the trigger for college
students. The headaches will come on
following a period of stress, such as a
week of late-night studying and catnaps
to catch up on sleep. When the weekend
rolls around and the student has time to
relax, the headache will hit. This can
start a vicious circle of stress-triggered
headaches as the headaches themselves
can contribute to stress, not just because
of the intense pain but also' because of
the lost time spent bed-ridden.
So far, medical research has yielded
little about this mysterious disease,
although some information has been
established. As many as 75 percent of
migraine sufferers are women, which
may be related to hormonal fluctuations

. from menstruation and oral contraceptives. The pain from the headaches
appears to be caused by artery spasms
in the neck and head. Heredity can be a
factor, especially if both parents are
migraine sufferers, in which case the
odds of being a migraine sufferer can
rise to 75 percent.
What is still not known about
migraines is why some people have
them and others don't. Another frustrating element is the fact that migraine
symptoms are not the same for everyone, and the regularity of attacks can during the Super Bowl VII or 8 years
range from twice a week to once every ago, the one with the '4gers and the
Bengals. I was watching the game and
few months, even years.
my vision started getting all screwed up.
Jayne Nelson, director of Student
Health Services, said treatment for I had these blind spots that moved
migraine sufferers is still an inexact sci- around, like an amoeba or something,
until I couldn't hardly see anything. I
ence.
"At this point, it's still really trial was a little worried, but then it went
and error. There are a number of solu- away. "
"Then I went to the kitchen to get
tions, but only certain things work for
something to eat during half-time and
certain people, and we really don't
know why. The best solution at this started having these numb spots on my
point is to try and find something that body. They moved around, and- I
thought 'OK, this is getting really
works and stick with it," Nelson said.
Medications like amytriptelene can weird,' and then my tongue went numb.
I couldn't chew, couldn't talk, and I
be used as lipreventative medication.
There is also a drug sold under the com- started getting really scared. I had this
mercial name Imitrex which can be used pain, absolutely the worst in my life. I
during the aura to halt the headache. It hurt so bad I couldn't even bring myself
can be applied with a self-injection unit to go upstairs and tell my parents."
As it goes, Rialdi is one of the relaand is also available in pill form ..
If those solutions don't prove effec- tively lucky migraine sufferers, as his
tive, sometimes the only way to prevent headaches are few and far between.
migraines is to avoid the triggers, what- Since his first migraine, he has had only
five more, and their durations are fairly
ever they may be for the individual.
This solution is often the least satisfac- short.
"The headaches themselves usually
tory, as it requires the most time. All the
possible triggers have to be eliminated don't last more than five or six hours,
until one finds out one's personal trig- which is pretty short for a migraine.
ger, whether it's related to diet, stress, I've talked to people whose migraines
lasted for up to 24 hours, and I just
sleep or physiology.
Dennis Rialdi, a sophomore art can't imagine that. Even four or five
hours is misery. I usually getpain like a
major, is one of many BSU students
knife coming from behind my left eye.
unlucky
enough
to experience
And the nausea, the sensitivity to light
migraines.
"The first migraine I ever had was and sound: You can physically feel
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sound impact your cars, like you're
standing next to a stack of speakers at a
concert or something.
It's pretty
hideous."
The headaches are especially annoying when they get in the way with
school work.
"The worst migraine I ever had was
last year. I was sitting in class and I
realized I couldn't see what I was writing. I looked up, and sure enough, I had
a blind spot. I waited for it to gQ away
and hauled ass home before the
headache started, as the numbness was
hitting me. I crunched
like five
Excedrin and went straight to bed."
"What made it so bad was that night,
like eight hours later, as I was reading
in bed, I started having blind spots
again."
Rialdi, like many migraine sufferers
has an Imitrex self-dose unit, although
he isn't convinced it's completely effective.
"With my luck, I'm in the five percent or whatever it won't help," Rialdi
said.
Students who suffer from regular
headaches with extended duration that
do not go away with over-the-counter
pain relievers, or have any migrainelike symptoms, especially visual disturbances, are urged by Nelson at the
Student Health Center to contact a doctor for consultation and testing to try
and find a solution .
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Machines will provide students
with information
by Kate NeUIyBel1

Albertsons
Library
and the
installed
as part of Project
Education Building,
ACCESS is In'Tone, which will
Information will .be installed
offer touch-tone
registration.
into the kiosks in two phases.
This module will be the second
When the. machines become
module to be installed,
after
accessiblelostudents, they 'will,' lilTouch (kiosks),"
offer.campus maps, a listing of
Student Partner is the modcampus activities and calendars,
ule which will. replace the cura welcome to BSU, descriptions
rent student information
and
of courses', information
about
financial-aid
system. Student
degree programs, campus telePartner will allow students to
phone directories, financial-aid
register for· classes through the

Manag;ng EC/ir:-to-,.;.;.---Imagine stepping
up to a
machine which looks like a
cross b'~t;ee;;'an
Autom~ted
Teller Machine
and a video
-game, touching its screen with
your fingertips and obtaining
information about the university.
This modern machine may
sound
like something
one
would encounter far off into the
future. But the arrival of such
technology at BSU is just a couple of months away. BSU students and visitors to the campus
will have access
to these
machines possibly as soon as
midway through spring semester, said Project ACCESS director Julie Rich.
BSU is positioning three of
the machines--ealled
kioskson campus as part of Project
Advanced Computer Concepts
and Excellence
in Student
Services, a two-and-a-half-year
project to replace BSU's current'
mainframe
by installing
25
modules.
The
kiosks,
or
"lnTouch" module, is just one
of these modules.
The three
kiosks, which are wheelchair
accessible, will be located in the
Student Union Building,
the

t~

-

,

...

information, information about
Student Special Services and
more, Rich said.
The Phase II installations
may take place as soon as this
summer. At this point, personal
identification
numbers will be
issued to kiosk users so that
they may obtain personal infermarion, such as their own class.
schedules, financial-aid
status
and grades.
In addition,
the
kiosks will have the capability
of printing out information, said
Rich.
Another
module
to be

computers in the student labs.
Through this module, students
will also be able to update their
addresses, schedule an appointment with a professor or perform other functions.
Rich said she has not anticipated a date for when InTone or
Student
Partner
will
be
installed.
Project ACCESS involves a
Steering Committee and Project
Implementation Team. Anyone
interested in becoming involved
in theproject
efforts should
contact Julie Rich ~t 385-1323.

.

Great Reasons Why You
Should Choose Air Force:
• High-tech trainip8
• Education
• Experience
- ,".
Excellent salary
.- ..- .• ,.~
• Management opportunities
• Medical and dental coverage
• Advancement
• Worldwide travel
• Tax-free allowances
For more infonnation call
1-800-423-USAF or contact your
local Air Force recruiter.
,

BSU students and visitors to the campus will
have access to these machines possibly a's
soon as midway through spring semester
,- Proiect ACCESS-director Julie Rich.
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YOU could earn
on your first· donation
MUST BEIB
)llS,

OlD,

SHOW
PROOF OF
CURRENT
ADDRESS

WITH

$15.00 if you donate a/one
+$5.00 if you show college I.D.(1st visit)
+$10.00/per person if you recruit
someone and they donate

American Biomedical
1021 Broadway
Boise, Idaho

338·0613
HOURS: Tuesday-Saturday
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,New Year's Day-Io-dale,
grand theft, 2055 Campus lone
minor in possession of beer, Pavilion
malicious injury to property, Business BUitding
grand theft, 1464 UniversityDrive;grand the~, 1490 UniversityDrive
petit theft, 1464 Campus lane
grand theft, BSUAutomotive Shop; grand theft, Student Union Building
14 -' illegal consumption of alcohol, Chaffee Hall; resisting and obstructing, BSUSubstation parking
lot, battery, Student Union Buildingparking lot, vandalism, Towersparking lot
Jan. 20 - resisting and obstructing,. Campus lane and Theater lone
Jan. 21 - aggravated assault, 200aw. Boise Ave.
Jan. 22 - grand theft, Student Union Boilding
Jan. 23 - burglary, Student Union Building .
Jan. 24 - theft, Student Union Building;theft from vehicle, 2055 Campus lone
Jan. 2S - two incidents offrequenting a place of drugs, EuclidAvenue
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

237810 11-

$3g,~
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L
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'Help us save ~lives

pre§D.ant?
and need help.

FREE
Pregnancy test

Birthrig"ht
342-1898
All help is confidential and free

1~800-550"'4900
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PSU.stu~egt~
drink excessively, study finds
Base and SlIowlng

. by Vidor Whitman

Open President~s Day
February 19

4?2

Thursdays'Co Frioays'
UiUd
1995-96 snson'

operallng

Hours: 9i'lM'10 4PM TIlunday - sunday

19 mUes wesl 01 Ihe North Powder eHlI on 1-84
for IlroUQ mlormallon. can 154 11965-4599
for snow/road condlllOnS. [au 15411856- 521115218
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puses have not worked. One
solution, more law enforcement
and tougher penalties for under-

Although men tend to drink
more frequently;
male and
female heavy drinkers show dear
behavioral
patterns.
Heavy
drinkers have five to seven drinks
per week,tind'fo'
kssoC1iite "a:ll'"
pleasurable activities with drinking, tend to avoid all activities
where there is no drinking and

age drinking,wiU not deter heavy
drinkers. Rather than looking for
a less risky activity, drinkers will
simply move the party elsewhere .
Because the police do not frequentWpatrol" college campuses
in comparison to other locations
of the city, the risk of getting
caught drinking on campus is

Students spend. between $5
billion and $6 billion on booze
every year. A 1994 survey conducted by Carnegie Melon called
. ."this the.blggesfproblem now fac-,
ing college campuses.
The Carnegie-Melon
study
has linked excessive drinking
among college students to drunk

.U4

{f(j)[i3

said. Only 18 percent of the BSU
student population tends to drink
excessively.

Buying a home' can more than offset the cost
of your education over the next 1-5 years.
You can put thousands of dollars into your
pocket instead of your landlord's pocket. The
equitY you build can easily pay for your
education. Buying a home is easier than YOU
~
Stop throwtng away $$$ in rent cost.

Invest In your future today!

driving, sexual assaults and other
violent crimes. Do students at
BSU drink excessively? Robert
Turrisi, psychology professor at
BSU, and LeAnn Thomas, a
graduate student in psychology,
have recently finished testing 570
Psychology
101 students, to
determine their social patterns."
Speaking at a Psychology
Department colloquium Jan. 24,
Tunisi said only a small segment
of the student population has a
problem. Although between 80
and 90 percent of the students
tested had consumed alcohol in
the last year-:70
percent of
whom were under the drinking
age-e-the slereotype of the drunken college student is false, Turrisi

binge drink (consume several
slim.
drinks at one sitting). DrinkingInstead, Turrisi favors tackat parties or in it bar-is the only
ling the behavioral patterns of
choice for a weekend activity
heavy drinkers directly. The goal
among 90 percent of them.
is to show drinkers that other
Turrisi said it is difficult to
activities are pleasurable. Turrisi
change drinking patterns for sevsaid he believes that students arc
eral
First, heavy drinkers
likely to change their behavior
like to drink. Unlike other stuwhen they are encouraged to pardents, heavy drinkers rarely conticipate in other activities. He
sider other activities. When they
mentioned
intramural
sports,
do, usually the activity involves
movies, dinner out with friends
drinking in some way. Second,
and family as popular alternaheavy drinkers tend to hang out " tives to drinking.
with heavy drinkers. Excessive
But even presented with those
drinking is continually reinforced
alternatives, Turrisi said, students
as accepted behavior
on the
must decide to participate
in
weekends.
them. It is largely up to the stuTurrisi said past methods to
dents themselves
to break the
solve problem-drinking on campattern of drinking.

reasons.

BRENT DILDINE
Realty One Centre

322-2700 or 853-3552

.·Out of Doors
- Plan

DOW

compiled by Rhett Tanner

to reserve shelter space at Boise's

dlyparb

The Source for News at
. "Boise State University"

hllIl'f nor feel like SJlIiYd yet, but there's hope: Boise Pmh &
Realdixl begm tokiIg resemJIilns for pork fdIies Feb. 1. Siles
GYOiIbIe 10 resene nbIe shelters at JuIMJ'Davis, Ann Morrison,
CassiJ, hyDI, W'm1eod, Qoony V'JeW lIIld Phillippi Pmh and pimic
areas at MIJrJqd PIll
Gqer Jewel, BoisePmb & RemoOOn pork even! coord"mtor,
notes bd pmk fdty reservations 00w inaeased steodiy over the
,• yems, wib 1184 _ in 1995. Revenue generated from flXiliIy
fees help mamm the ptds cnI shelters.1.osf year, more than
~i-" . -~~
S5O,000 MIS generoJed in fees.
~
fatniies and olbers ron dJoose dates in advance and
be asstnd of space for pKnis, reunilns and IXllti!ls.1hose with
reservations Iuve )Xiriy aver lkop-in pork uselS from mJl-Aprii
Itroogb miI-Odober.
I'm IlIl5 and other speliII events tn ~ up momen!lJm os
wei, aadng 10 Jewel In 1995,100 conmrniIy evenIs look
inpdsandobr:lthegreenbeb.
"We Ill! aIwuys bmJ at ways 10 expand our services 10 meet
pOOIi denml And one 'III1f is 10 oh people 10 reseMl fdIies
00:1 sthecWe)Xli SJX!O! IIIlIlIhs in odvurxe, - Jewell says.
fllSlR ••.
!dlll .........
Boise PoBs & Retrealilo also sdtetis I\1tt GonIem, Kathryn
fils
DIe fl*nIlm5 .. JEIlII!f JdIiS
AIleltsons I'tR00:1 the Rose GonIeo in Jum Davis Pmk for weddQtlllDtilblitllll!lU.su.
...
iI.lleti111i1.
IllJ
dQs
diJJS 00:1 oiber terermoies. r.s .., 0llDIding 10 the event and
.....
III1
lIIDtilbIi..
... U.saaIltIMJI.III ....
fIIS
sie buIiIn. ru am infomIItion, ml384-4240.
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LONDON $279
PARIS
$349
AMSTERDAM $349
FRANHFURT $349
ROME
$399
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- Volunteers needed 10 give willIfe a hand
If you've ever'Mlllfed 10 -do something for Wildlife, -the Idaho
Deportment of fISh and Game has a golden opporlunily for you. The
IDFG is seeking volunteers 10 plant billedllush seedIPJs os port of
the ongoing -Foolhills Fire Rehobilitolion ProjecI, - a CllOperoIive
effort between the IDFG, the Boise Nolionol Forest arid projed volunleers.
-By planting native shrub species in previously burned foothill
areas near Boise, voIU11leers hove been insIMnentoI in restoring the
area's ailicnl wildlife hobitol, -IDFG voIU11teer mordinotor MmY
Dudley said. 1he pmting projed is ideoI for iIIlivid~r:'lgioups
who wont to he~ wildlife, learn more about plants and oninmIs, see
beauliful counhy dose 10 Boise and meet olher coring people:
Ave weekeol planting dotes are (lJrrently sd1eduled: Marth 9,
16, 23, 30 and April 6. VoIunteelS should bring 1und1, gloves, ouldoor dothing, solid footwear and enthuskJsm.1he IDFG wiD provide
IronsporloOOn, look, superviskln, Iroining and seedlings.
Lost spring, 286 volunteers planted more than 22,000 bitterbrush seedtmgs in the bum area. Mony inctlViduok, in oddiIiln to the
foIItrMng groups, porIiripoIed in the 1995 spring pkmting projed:
Meridian MXIdIe SdtooI, CentenniJI HiJh SdIooI Honor SoOety, Boise
High School TREE Club, CopitoI Oty Kiwanis, South Junior H"l!IhS<hool
Honor Sodety, Boruh High SdlooI Honor Sodety and Unity dub,
Capitol High School EcoIogicol Scielies League, Emtoonuel Boplisl
<hUtth, Sierro Club, Boise UniIoriJn Universalist Fellowship, Boise
Slole University TO'IlIn HoI, Kuoo High Sd1ooI, Boise CosaJIe
CoIporo1ion, Cub smut I'lxb 1fJ, 187 ond #1 02l11ld Boy Scout
Troops #58, 110 01'.1#157.
"V01unteM ore a greoI help 10 the projed 00:110 foothiRs
wiId&fo,- DOOI&y soil. "Ween grateful for tIM efforts ond hope
tIIII other groups alii nIiviluaIs wit join us in tesIoring winIer
nmge tIIII was lost in the FooIhis' Fire.To sign up Of l=n min c!=t II;; projad, 'cc:=t Dl!d!ey 01
327-7099.
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Broncos No. 1
-in Conference
by David Nelson

.

. JOHN TONE/THE

ARBITER.

Senlorforward Phil Rodman goeS up for a
shot In second half adlon against University
of Montana last Friday night.

play, Jensen and his Broncoshaven't
had much time until now to think about
the Bengals.
"We haven't even looked at film on
Idaho State yet," Jensen said. "We're not
sure what they're doing, we're not sure
what they're about right now, other than
they can be very dangerous."
The Bengals will be without starting
point guard Shabaka Lands, who was
suspended for substance abuse on a team
road trip. With the loss of Lands, the 610 Bengals will be waiting to corral the
Broncos' Big Sky stampede.
"It's a big-time rivalry no matter
what,"BSU Assistant Coach Shambric
Williams said, who won two Big Sky
titles as a Bronco player. "They could
have five people killed in a plane crash
or in an accident and come out with a
new five (to play). They're going to play
big and their crowd is going to get into
it. It's going to be a good game."
The BSU-ISU rivalry will end at season's end as the Broncos will move into
the Big West Conference. For some of.
the. new Broncos, their first and .last trip
to Pocatello can only be imagined right
now.
"I really know nothing about them,"
BSU junior forward Joe Wyatt said. "I
heard the rivalry is intense, the crowd is
crazy, we go after each other." .
"When I first got here, everybody
was telling me how crazy it is to go
down to Idaho State," sophomore guard
Shane Flanagan said. "We're looking
forward to it. I'm not realIy sure what to
expect, but we'lI see."
Williams knows exactly what it's like
to play the Bengals, ISU's home court
advantage come from the difficulty .
.opponents have in playing in a darkened
football dome. The fans don't help visiting teams either.
"It's kind of crazy because their students are right behind the bench,"
Williams said. "During our huddles you
can actually visualize them in our huddies, they're so close. We telI our guys
to block alI that out, we're on a footbalI
field."
BSU will take advantage of only having to prepare for Idaho State this week.
"Any time we have time to prepare,
we like our chances,"Jensen said. "We
need to take some time off. Lthink our
legsare a bit tired right now. Hopefully
we can get some spunkiness back into
those.legs and godown to Pocatello with
some happy feet."
'
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Sophomore guard Shane Flanagan lets the boll rip loose on a field goal against Montana
State last Saturday night.
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Head. Coach Rod Jensen guideS his Brcmcote~m toCl win over MantanaSt~te Univ&r$llycj'?
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travels to ISU
by Bnan
• Gaus

.

:;Sp_Lo'::':rts:;'::;LM='-:n~'t;:':er':-----The Boise State men's and
women's track teams head to
Pocatello this Saturday to compete in a triangular meet against
Big Sky Conference rival Idaho

Going into last weekend, the women's basketball teams'
dream of winning the Big Sky was in reach after a sweep over
... WeberState.atro-Northern
Arizona: Onty ahalfgarne-behirrd
Montana and in sole position Of second place the Broncos were
eager to play first place Montana and third place Montana
State.
_
Those dreams took a step back with two consecutive losses
Friday at Montana 62-55 anda 78-72 defeat at Montana State.
In the Montana game, the Broncos shot a miserable 31.8
percent from the field lind leading scorer Michelle Schultz was
shut out the first half. Schultz came back to score 12 in the
second half and. tied the team high in scoring with Kim
Brydges and Alycia Sumlin. Brydges also led the team in
rebounding with nine while Lora Loveall had eight.
On Saturday night Tricia Bader had a career high 34 points
on 14-21 from the field with 6 three pointers, but another off
night by Schultz and 46 personal fouls did in the Broncos.
Thegame statistically was very even with the Broncos shooting 42 percent form the field. The edge for the Bobcats was 24
free throws made on41 attempts while the Broncos shot 5 free
throws the entire game making two. Lora Loveall scored 10 for
the Broncos and Kim Brydges had another productive night on
the boards with 9 rebounds.
Up next for the Broncos is a Friday night game at Idaho
State. Idaho State (0-6 in the Big Sky, 6-12 overall) is led by
senior guard Kelly Boles. Idaho State also were swept in
Montana losing to Montana State 19-61 and 67-50 versus
Montana. This game shouldn't be taken lightly by the Broncos
as it is tough to win on the road in the Big Sky and this is an
interstate rivalry game.

Track

Men's Basketball

• Feb. 3-ISU Triangular in Pocatello
• Feb. 10- Mountain States Gomes @ Pocatello

• Feb. 3- @ Idaho State. 7:35 p.m.
• Feb. 9- @ Idaho. 7:35 p.m.
• Feb. 10= @ Eastern Washington. 8:05 p.m.

~mnastics
• Feb. 7- Sea"le Pacific in the Pavillion
• Feb. 9- @ Nebraska

Wrestling

~

• Feb. 3- Oregon 3 p.m.
• Feb. 10- Oregon State 1:30 p.m. at home
• Feb. 11- Wyoming 3 p.m. at home

_

State and perennial Western
Athletic Conference powerhouse
Brigham Young University.
The meet, which is hosted by

two finishers for each team
receive places no matter what
their overall finish in an event.
For example, BSU could finish
the first four people in the high
jump but would still only receive
points for the top two spots; the
next non-BSU finisher would be
awarded third place points, etc.
This scoring approach makes for
slightly different coaching strate-

ISU, is a traditional early season
match-up for the Broncos, with
the exception of last season when
neither BSU squad met the two
other teams indoors. Both Bronco
teams defeated ISU in a triangular meet held outdoors at Boise.
Of the three teams competing
this weekend, BSU will be at a
disadvantage as far as size but
may be able to compensate in
quality.

"Since our team goal for the
meet is to score as many points as
possible, we are going to have
some of our top athletes doubling
up in events to try and match the
quality we know BYU always
has up front," Jacoby said. '''We
also want to take advantage of
the chance to have a 'quality
training session' on a track that is
very similar to the one we'll be

"We're definitely the smaller
team in terms of sheer numbers
of athletes competing," Bronco
Head Coach Ed Jacoby said.
"We'll bring all of our people to
the meet but so will ISU and

on for the conference meet in
Bozeman."
Both tracks are wooden 200
meter ovals with a slight banking,
although the Montana-State faeility is covered with a rubberized

BYU and they both have huge
teams."
Quality may be the winning
key for the Broncos. Unlike larger meets where a straight first six
places are awarded points, the
Pocatello meet will be internationally scored, meaning the first

surface.
"It's important to get used to
competing on this type of track in
order to do well at the Big Sky,
no matter what the results of this
particular meet end up being,"
Jacoby said. "Of course, if we
compete well enough, we'll win."

• Feb. 8-12• Feb. 9-11-

gy.

Rolex Notional Indoors (Dallas, TX)
@ Son Diego Intercollegiate.
@

Women's Tennis

• Feb. 1- Col Poly SLO @ Boise tennis bubbles. 2
p.m.
Women's Basketball
• • Feb. 2- New Mexico @ Boise tennis bubbles.
• Feb. 2- @ Idaho State. 7:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
• Feb. 9-ldaho in Pavillion. 7 p.m.
• Feb. 2-ldaho @ Boise tennis bubbles. 4 p.m.
• Feb. 10- Eastern Washington in Pavillion. 7 p.m.
• Feb. 3- Northern Arizona @ Boise tennis bubbles.
..
2 p.m .

Men's Tennis

• Feb. 2- @ Notre Dome. 6 p.m. (South Bend, Ind.)
• Feb. 4- @ Northwestern (Chicago, 111.)'
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BSUho.ops
a 'perfect' fit
by Brad Larrondo

Bronco gymnasts
ready for Falcons

"Laying off basketball for two years has
taken away Mike's consistency," Jensen said .
. "In my mind.Lwant.to trea] him as a veteran .. " "
but after being gone for those two years, he"
No human being is completely perfect but
almost has to re-Iearn things at this level,
if you're looking for someone with near perwhich makes him more like a freshman."
fect qualities, Mike Tolman may be the man.
"I feel a little out of balance," said the 22The Meridian, Idaho native is athletic and
year-old Tolman. "It (basketball) has always
smooth on the basketball floor. Polite, wellcome natural. Instead of taking myself to the
mannered and mature off the court.
game,
the game has always come to me. But
As a sophomore, Tolman is a recent newfor the first time, it hasn't come naturally
lywed, marrying his high school girlfriend,
this season and it's frustrating."
Jennifer, this past October. He's even served
Tolman's frustration stems as much from'
a two year church mission, going to Tulsa,
an
up and down shooting season as anything
Oklahoma following his freshman season at
else.
At times, the 6-5 forward has shown the
Boise State in 1992-93.
sweet shot which netted him State of Idaho
He's also one of two Broncos to start in
Player of the Year honors in 1992 out of
every game this season for a young BSU
Meridian High School. At other times, the
team which has grown up considerably since
shooting
touch has been hard to come by.
Big Sky play started three weeks ago.
Take the Gonzaga-Pepperdine road trip
As the third leading scorer on the team,
in early January for example. Tolman hit six
Tolman has hovered near the 10.0 points per
three-pointers
(one shy of the BSU single
game mark all season. A double figure .scorgame
record)
against
Gonzaga, only to turn
er, playing competitive basketball for the
around and go one of eight from three-point
first time since the spring of 1993 would be
range against Pepperdine three nights later.
considered good by most standards. But not
Despite the inconsistent shooting, Tolman
for Mike Tolman or BSU first year head
JOHN TONE/THE ARBITER
has
still hit 37 percent of his three-point
coach Rod
Bronco gymnastics Assistant Coach Bill Steinbach congratulates Leslie
attempts and is ranked third in the Big Sky in
Jensen.
Mon after her 9.75 performance on the beam against UCLA.
made three-pointers. That's not to mention
the rest ,of his game has been solid night in
by Jim Kleeacki
and night out, evidenced by the fact Tolman
is tied for, or has BSU's single game high
this season in points scored (22 vs.
Gonzaga), assists (6 vs. Portland), steals (5
vs., Oregon), and blocked shots (2 vs.
Southern Utah).
"While Mike is getting back to form there
, (shooting), he certainly hasn't given up the
! rest of his game and he's really contributed
in other ways to help this team win," Jensen
said.
"I feel I've contributed as much as anyone
on the team and that's helped my confidence," Tolman said. "A lot of getting back
to where I was is mental. I must focus more
than the normal player who didn't miss two
years would have to. I also must work harder than normal. Just more time; more effort
and more thinking."
That's the kind of attitude Mike Tolman
possesses. A strong work ethic, in a program he believes in and an environment he
grew up around.
"I know when I was growing up I
looked up to the Broncos. I've seen this
place packed before. I saw the
Michigan game (1988 NCAA
Tournament). It's my turn "to be a
part of it now," Tolman said.
The qualities which make
Tolman a model of consistency
,
off the court, are some 'of the
.;'
"
, , same ones which will make
,
him better on the floor. And
,
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"Wh
en that h'P,P"~ it will he
,a
perfect match for Mike
'Tolman
and Boise State
basketball.
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Head (oath of women's baskel~1I June Daugherty spends time during a game to tell her players whirt they con do belfer and what
improve On. ThiC!wOIllM-I!!k, port in sav..-!!! grnvifil)$ Ihroughoull~. (!!mm!!!!ity@/Q!M!lt!!!'y'sd!oo!s~
.

..,<!~f

,.

~~:;dresses~hat touched the grouri~M&ije;i~t ..Believe It, Achieve It." The Boise
~Sp~o::irts~£=-:d~it:-:o~r~;,;..;;.=.
-.. -.:---.-. -. -.;;..~>:-","':"""; . hats adorned their heads while 6l.:"~led"·'!~~~StateBronco gymnasts wear this theme
Imagine, if you will, a basketball
dress shoes held their feet. '
'.' 'on the backs of their team shirts.
game where no guarding. the opponent
It's easy. to say thi~ country has come
On this day, women in athletics
while they have the ball is allowed.
along way from that first basketball
across the country will celebrate the
Where all players have to be silent durgame organized by Clara' G. Baer at
passage of Title IX in 1972 that prohibing the game and shooting the ball with'Sophie
Newcomb College in New
ited gender discrimination at federally
two hands is not allowed' because it'
Orleans.
funded educational institutions. .
might' compress the che~t and affect the
In 1987, the Women's Sports
. There are three ways for schools to
athletes' breathing. The movement of
Foundation and Congress made
be in compliance with Title IX: 1) if
any player is allowed only when the ball February 2 National Girls and Women
your student body population is 50-50,
is in the air and if you fall down.you're.
in Sports Day. The recognized day
then your student athlete population and
pitched a foul.
.'
began after the death of Olympic volyour scholarship budget has to be 50-50
Alright, we won't call it a basketball
leyball great Flo Hyman. Hyman died
or within 5 percent of the 50-50 mark,
game, let's just call it ancient history.
unexpectedly while' in a match against
2) the school must show a continued
Those were the rules that women had to
Japan. Each year an award is presented
history of expansion in women's sports
follow in the first women's basketball
to a female athlete who presents
or 3) it is to be determined whether or
game ever in 1893.
Hyman's "dignity, spirit and commitnot the school is meeting the needs of
Women in the 19th century were Iim- ment to excellence."
_
the campus community.
'
ited to the sports they could publicly
Some of the recipients of this award
Since the passage of Title IX, there
engage in. Croquet, archery and.tennis
have been track star Jackie Joyner
has been a rapid growth in participation
were among the few -these were
Kersee, golf champion Nancy Lopez
and leadership opportunities for women
played while wearing corsets and crinoand Olympic gold medalist Mary Lou
in athletics,
line petticoats underneath long-sleeved
Rettbn....
"We're trying to do it by adding to
This year's national t~eme is
the women without taking away from

.'

"
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the men," BSU Women's Athletic
Director Carol Ludwig said. "It was
never intended toachieve equity by
knocking the men down;tlie idea has
always been to bring the women up."
Myths surrounding the issues of gender equity will say that by' adding to
women's athletics, you are going to be
taking away from men's sports.
Not true. BSU gymnastics Head
Coach Yvonne 'Sam' Sandmire says
that no opportunities should be cut. If
they (federally funded institutions) had
started adding women's sports and coming into compliance in 1972 when the
law passed, they wouldn't have to be
doing these drastic vertical cuts now.
"I think there should be a more equal
and fair distribution of existing funds,"
Sandmire said. "I real1y believe Boise
State has done a good job upgrading
and adding women's sports."
"It's a difficult set of choices.
Clearly we would not want to diminish
opportunities for men just to expand
opportunities for women," BSU
President Dr. Charles Ruch said. "So
you have to walk that magic boundary.
It's a tight rope of conflicting agendas-our plan is not to diminsh men's
sports but to enhance women's sports."
Boise State University,standing
aside nearly every federal1y funded university, has improved the participation
in women's athletics tremendously.
The Bronco Athletic Department has
developed in great strides since the
development of Title IX.
"Our intercol1egiate advisory committee has been working for the last
year and a half to update a report on
compliance with Title IX," Director of
Athletics Gene Bleymaier said. "We
have eight women's sports now and
eight men's sports."
Ludwig says the size of women's
athletics has risen along with the structure of the department and the budget.
In 1978, there were no full-time
women's coaches in women's sports .
The volleyball coach was volleybal1
part-time and basketball part-time. Now
BSU has full-time coaches for al1 of
women's sports with the exception of
golf and tennis. In areas, the staffing ,
extends above that. Basketball has two
they need to full-time assistant coaches while track
has three full-time coaches on their
team.
. ----,-
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Sandmire is in her ninth year as head
coach of the Bronco gymnastics program. Nine years ago, she came to a
university which had only five gymnastic scholarships, even though the NCAA
allowed ten. Now, the program ·has risen
to the prescribed ten and the NCAA has
raised the allowance to 12.
Sandmire admits when she joined the
program, the gymnasts were practicing
through closets.
"Before we had to run through three
rooms and a closet in order to vault,"
Sandmire said. "Hmmm, no wonder we
were weak at vault."
Now after a quarter million dollar
expansion to their practice facility, the
Broncos are able to hold competitionlike practices and be ready for the 1O~0
vaults.
"There's still a ways to go,"
Sandmire said. "I think Boise State has
been on the forefront of these changes."
The men's basketball has in thepast
practiced in the 3:30 to 6:00 p.m, spot
so the women would have to use the
1:00 to 3:30 time slot and consequently
end up taking an overabundance of
night classes. The two teams now
switch off practice schedules every
semester.
Most Bronco teams are holding their
competitions in the Pavillion. The gymnastics squad has moved from the
Bronco Gym to the Pavillion and the
volleyball team, about midway through
last season, moved their matches into'
the Pavillion also.
But can you compare the problems at
Boise State to the problems of a much
higher calibur at another university?
"I think to a great extent the line
between what is women and men, that
one has substantially less, has blurred
dramatically," Ludwig said. "We're certainly not at the point of gender equity
totally, but we have a proposalfor how
to determine what at Boise State constitutes equity and what we need to do to
make our WOmen's program equitable
with the men."
When Ludwig came to BSU, programs were more or less seperated. She
said what happens with the men now,
usually happens with the women. With
the exclusion of tennis because of the
nature of the sport, Boise State
University's athletic program is totally
integrated .'

The sports information directors
position was a part-time job when
Ludwig came to Boise State, now there
are three people doing what one person
did. The sports are dealt out so they do
not have to be in two places at one time.
"Whether it's male or female is irrelevant to the issue," Ludwig said.
At a lot of other schools-sports have
been dropped. Wrestling and track are
two examples. Ludwig doesn't think
that it was to give more money to the
women but to make the gap between the
two not look so big.
"I don't think anybody in this department subscribes to that philosophy,"
Ludwig said. "We will do everything
possible not to take away opportunities
from the men and at the same time
improvingwomen's
opportunities."
"We really need to know what we
need to do, let's not knee-jerk and do
more than is necessary but let's do what
is we should be doing-what
is fair."
Ludwig feels that the athletic department at Boise State is commited to .
doing what is appropriate and what is
fair for both men and women.
"Thats also a good attitude," Ludwig
said. "That's a change over the years.
Now they all accept the concept of gender equity and doing what's right."
Although Boise State still has problems in the area of women's athletics,
the school is above most in regulations
and policies.
-

'( ..

BSUPHOTO

The Boise Stote gymnastics squad holds one of the mony adivities they hold for children as
part of their belief of gening them involved in athletics at an early age.
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No (over Sundays
Feb.4" -Streetwise w/Cyndie lee
'Feb. 111. -Boise Blues Sodety
Benefit w/Mosqoitones, ~amblers
Blues Band, Richard SOnl and more.
I,

Wed. Jan. 31,. -Funk and
Soul w/Velvet Jones

!
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Women's tennis home
for the weekend

":"" Music starts at 8pm sharp -

, I
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The1996 Schick Super Hoops 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament will be held Saturday, February 3
at Bronco Gym. This is the twelfth season of the tournament which is played at over500 colleges
anduniversities across the United States. The tournament has divisions in both men's and women's
with the champions advancing to the Northwest Regionals at Eastern Washington University in
March.
.
The tournament will consist of two halves of 8 minutes running clock, with a 1 minute intermission. Each team will play 2 preliminary games, which will followed by a single elimination tournament. 'Each team can have a maximum of four players to play in the tournament.
All BSU students are eligible to play with the exception of intercollegiate players who must sit
out one year.
Sign-ups are open until February 1 at 2 PM and teams can sign-up at the intramural office"
Pavilion 1510. A fee of $5 will be charged per team. Questions call the intramural office at 3851131:

,

The Broncos women's tennis team begins it home opener Thursday versus Cal Poly-S,LO at 2
p.m, at the BSU Tennis Center. Three more home matches will two matches Friday: New Mexico
at 10:30 a.m. and Idaho at 4:00 p.m., and on Saturday the Broncos host Northern Arizona at 2 p.m.
The team began it's 1996 season with a pair of matches in Utah dropping to 19th ranked BYU
8-1 in Provo Friday, and a 7-2 decision to 42nd ranked Utah in Salt Lake Ciiy. Gayleen McManus
won both her singles matches winning 4-6, 6·2, 6-3 against Eline Chieu of BYU Friday, and on
Saturday defeating Mirja Wallmark 6-3, 2-6, 6-1 to' up her record "to 13-3 for the season.
McManus is ranked 24th nationally in singles and second in the region. Maria Capuano also won
her match Saturday defeating Angie Olson in straight sets 6-4, 6-2.

- Members of the Rhythm Mob - No Cover -

I

Friday & Saturday Feb
2 & 3 -The TOUrists

1010 Main Street • 345-6605

Midwest road trip ahead

SLEEP WITH THE 'STARS
An exact reproduction of the night sky
in the room of your choice

for men's tennis

GREAT GIFT
'.

I '/

Birthdays-valentine-wedding~
A.kAboul

<J

The Boise State Men's Tennis six week tour continues this weekend with a pair of dual matches against nationally ranked teams. Friday the Broncos land in South Bend to play sixteenth
ranked Notre Dame, and on Sunday they fly into Chicago versus #43 Northwestern University.
Coach Greg Patton said the trip is, "The biggest weekend for the tennis program as it could impact
the teamto the top 20 with a sweep."
This is the second meeting against Notre Dame who defeated Boise State 4-3 last year in a
standing room only BSU Tennis Center. Northwestern has one of the most balance singles team
in the nation with four players in the top 100 nationally.
Last week the club to its traveling act to California. On Monday second ranked UCLA defeated Boise State 6-1 in a dual match in Los Angeles. The team of Rickard Strom and Ben Davidson
defeat the #9 doubles team in the country, then Davidson won his singles match giving him a 4-0
record in dual matches.
On Wednesday the Broncos traveled to Palm Springs for the Quadrax Future Championships.
Rickard Strom was the story of the tournament making it to the quarterfinals before losing to
Rickard Bergh (Pepperdine) 6-4, 6-2. Nationally ranked doubles team Ernesto Diaz and Albin
Polonyi lost to #3 seeded Todd Budgin and Brad Sceney 6-3,3-6, 7-6 in.the round of sixteen. The
team took awhile to get used to playing outdoors inthe 75 degree heat, while practices in the
"bubbles" the past three weeks. The California trip was a great experience for the team playing
against nationally. ranked players and teams and "the experience is weighed in gold, and will make
~'tis Dc~ief~'':''
said Patton/The Broncos are -2-2·iii-~iia;~meet5 with both hiSSes to-top ten teams
nationally (#2 UCLA and #8 USC).

Valentine
Special!

f "

ROMANTIC

.,

345-7574

RELAXING

Check out our bock issues
online at:
http://www.idbsu.edu
/ arbiter /intro.html
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'On Jan. 17, we at
Kultura ran a
review of the
Instind1!aI5' CD,
,OhWow Mon. In '
. thi5 review, we
mi5takenly credited the percu55ion magic
of thl5 group to Dave Jensen, Dave Jemen
co·produced thl5 album, and 01$0. did the
live, multitrack recording and mmering.
The percu55ioni5f bshind the In5tinetual5 15
Martin Johncox, an arti5t who ls con5iderIng doing a percu55ion-only CDof da55ical
musk. We at Kultura apologize for thi5
error.

verdi's La Traviata:
experience the passion!
by Matt Stanley
staff writer
His face a mask of concentration, director David
Warner analyzes the scene unfolding before him.
Conductor Timothy Lindberg glances alternately
between the characters in the middle of the room and
the pianist at his side, while jabbing the air rhythmically
with his wand in time to the music.
The room fills with the sound of voices-loud, piercing, yet beautiful. The lead figure is singing now, and
another joins in song. Their faces and body language
emphasize the passion of their characters' moods. Clad
in jeans and a T-shirt, with a baseball cap pointed backward atop his head, the actor's attire is in sharp contrast
to the serious nature of this moment. The air is charged
with emotion as the actors practice and perfect their art.
These artists, rehearsing in the Esther Simplot
Performing Arts Academy, are perfecting the final
moments of Giuseppe Verdi's famous opera La
Traviata.
Written in the late 18oos, La Traviata is one of the
most well-known and beloved operas of all time. This
opera has been performed around the world for decades,
and The Boise Opera will bring it to the Morrison
Center's Main Hall on Friday, Feb. 2.The show will
begin at 8 p.m., and tickets maybe obtained at SelectA-Seat or by calling 385-1110. Ticket prices are $38,
$28 and $18, and student tickets will be on sale the day
of the performance at half-price.
These tickets are a good value and meritable expense.
La Traviata is a powerful, intense love story which captivates audiences and invites them into another time,
another place. It also transcends the language barrier.
Verdi's opera was written in Italian, and this production will be performed in the original language.
However, for those audience members not fluent in
Italian, Englishsupratitles-a
rather new techniquewill beprojected above the stage. Similar to subtitles in
movies, the supratitles will ease understanding of the
opera.
Still, even without thesupratitles, the emotion and

;:~

passion remain. La Traviata is opera's greatest love
story. Verdi's opera, set in the Paris of 1846, tells the
tale of Violetta Valery, a wealthy courtesan,and
Alfredo Germorit, a young man from Provence who has
fallen in love with her. (For those unfamiliarwith the
term, a courtesan, or "kept woman," is a young woman
who supported herself by serving as something like a
female escort, acting as a social companion for men of
high society.)
However, Alfredo's father, Giorgio Germont, feels
that the relationship between Violetta and his son is
ruining the family reputation and so he intervenes.
Then, toward the end, when things seem entirely hopeless for the two lovers, Giorgio has a'change of heart,
and Violetta and Alfredo are reunited. This event,
though, results in a tragedy of the highest form. -In the
end, no one has complete control of his or her destiny.
La Traviata is valuable for its historic reference as
well as its dramatic appeal. Writer Giuseppe Verdi
wrote this opera based on the life of Marie Duplessis, an
actual courtesan in French society. He was deeply
moved by her tale and committed himself to writing the
story of her life.
Written originally as a novel by Alexandre Dumas,
the book traced the tragic love affair between the two
main characters. Dumas was Violetta's lover, and he
knew her not as a kept woman, but rather as a valuable'
person with real needs and desires.
"Verdi wrote about reality, whereas his father [also a .
playwright] wrote about dreams," David Warner said.
"Verdi felt Violetta's story was an important one to
tell."
The novel became first a best-seller, and then a play;
which later featured the famous French'actress Sarah
Bernhardt. A movie adaptation of the story, called
Camille, starred Gretta Garbo, whose performance in
the film won an Oscar nomination for best actress.
Though these alternate versions of La Traviata have
been widely experienced, the operatic version has by all

La Traviata
continued on Poge 14
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Knudsen DepOt.
..'.. . .'
..'
. ' •....'
COnductorJ'imothy
Lindberg'screditsare
~+,-,----,-_-mrtinuedIromlageJL __ .. -- ,...- ---, '-.,-- .,.atso:.numerous.-Jle-II8s-r~i;ved~fitical-acdai.m-asconductorfoi
th~ PALA 'Opera' AssOciation's ..' ,
.:series
ROssini Rarities presented at New
means been the most appreciated.
, ,York's 'Iown HaU;
This three-act opera will be directed by
,
r
, '. Maestro Lindberg has also served as music
W!irneran~ conducted by Timothy Lindberg,
I] ,
,direetorofthePALA
Opera Association since
\
Music will be prQvided the Boise PhilharrilOnic:
1989
and
is
in
his
third
season
Music Director
i
• Warner has a wealth of experience .. He is a
I
, for the Boise Opera; He recently directedBoise
recipient of the Presidential Medallion
tile'
I
Opera's Tasca, and he also conducts the Lake
f:
White House and one of fiveannuat wiimers of
George Opera Festival young artists' producI
the National Arts Award in his field. His stagings
. ~.
tions.
have: been seen in Germany, Austria, Russia,
The music of La Traviata has been used in
Romania, Poland and Hungary, as well as the
everything from.Pepsi to cheese commercials,
Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. and
and it was the opera attended byJuliaRoberts
. '
throughout the United States.
''
and Richard Gere in Pretty Woman.Whenlisten~
With a repertoire of more than 30 performed
ingto the.music, people immediately recognize
.
works, Warner has established himselfas an
-ikThey may oven- find themselves humming- ...~
'i~novative-iiiierPre'teiof
boih-'chllmber'atiifg,anf
along.
opera as well as 20th-century operatic works,
Juli Holland Bauer will playVioletta Valery,
musical theater and theater. He has also proven to
David Miller will become Alfredo Germont and
be very versatile.
Brian Steele will play Alfredo's father, Georgio
I
Additionally, Warner directed the nationally
Gerrnont.
r
televised A Celebration of Christmas and A
.}
This performance will surely bring a crowd to
Thanksgiving of American Folk Hymns, both .
the Morrison Center, and all those who enjoy the!
nominated for Emmy Awards. For Boise Opera
ater and opera won't be disappointed. If you've
he has staged productions of South Pacific,
always wanted to go to the opera, but never had
Rigo/etto, Madama Butterfly, H.M.S. Pinafore, as
the chance, this is it. Prepare for a powerful,
well as writing and directing three Season
emotional experience you'll not soon forget.
Preview Galas performed at the Morrison-
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David Leigh Miller

Student Programs Board
presents Seven
by Bill Pratt
(,

staff writer

"
".,
j.,
j
I'
I

!
I
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On Friday, Feb. 2, the Student Programs
Board will show the movie Seve". This box
office blockbuster, one of the surprise hits of
1995, stars Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman.
Freeman plays Detective William
Sommersett, a police officer with one week left
before retirement. He is emotionally burned out
on his job and on city life in general; there is
nothing he looks forward to more than moving
away from the violence of his urban environment.
Enter David Mills (Brad Pill), a fresh, young
transfer to Sommersett's squad. Much to
Sornmersett's dismay, Mills arrives on the job
with all of his ideals intact: He has transferred to
the big city from a small town police force and
still believes that a police officer who works hard
at his job can make a difference.
These two severely mismatched partners are
forced to collaborate when a series of murders
take place in the city. Sommersett quickly figures out that the killer is using the seven deadly

Seven: Movie Soundtrack
(M Records)
by Bill Pratt

. .'
\

For such a dark film, Ihe soundtrack album from the movie Seven
is !!!!!!h!!!lgh!h~!'!ed!!ffai!.Th.!s
, album presenls many differenl
artisls and musical genres •
This album is quile mUsicQlly

sins as inspiration. For example, he forces a fat
man to eat until his stomach bursts to represent
"gluttony." For "pride," he disfigures a model,
and then provides her with a telephone and a bottle of sleeping pills. The idea is that if she wants
to live, she must call for help, but she will be
scarred permanently. Or she may swallow the
pills and end her life.
Seven is the directorial debut of 'David
Fincher, who has created a somewhat depressing
and dark landscape. Fincher gives us an
unnamed big city where it rains constantly. The
movie is also filmed without much light-a purposeful move to create a certain mood: a real
undercurrent of dread runs through the film.
There is a feeling that no matter how bad things
get, something worse is about to happen. Seve"
slowly builds up to one of the most shocking climaxes committed to film in recent years.
Morgan Freeman and Brad Pitt have a wonderful chemistry on screen together, and on the
whole, despite its depressing view of city life,
Seven is an extremely well done suspense
thriller. Definitely a must see.

diverse. The jazz grooves of Charlie
Parker, the while noise of Gravily
Kills, and everylhing in belween
make up Ihis record. ,Some of the
belter tracks are coniribulions from
Marvin Gaye ("Trouble Man"), and
Billie Holiday (·1 Cover Ihe
Waterfront").
The film's orchesfralscore. com- '
posed by Howard Shore, is rep~e~
There is even' atune'fromJ~S.
senled by the tracks ·Portrait of
John Doe,· ,and ·SuUe from Seven." Worth a listen •

Bach.
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Ariana ~teltainment Editor'
'Before I camejocollege,

I thought that 35 students in a single class was huge. However, as I sat in my

first ~ecture class, surrounded by more than 100 people, peering down from a seat that seemed to beat

Su,chahighaltitude that I wondered if I needed an oxygen mask, miles away from a minuscule, talking
person standing way up in the front, who I assumed was the professor (but at such distances, who can be
really sure?)--'I gulped. Took a deep breath.
'
, Welcome to college.
,
I S()()ndiscovered that, while the circumstances were basically the same in the lecture halls around
"Campus (large numbers of frightenedlboredlinalleritive/sleeping
students, high altitudes), not all lecture
'halls were created equal.
"'AcIaSsllfthe
MiltWGeosefences' bnck:tined; fuiiiiffiaJistil::lecture
hall (dubbed by some 'The Pit and the Pendulum") is su~ly different experience from a class in the Engineering Technology's ultramodern, sterile lecture halls.
Nevertheless, one of my favorite lecture halls on campus is not a
lecture hall at all. It is the Morrison Center's Recital hall. It was built
primarily to hold concertgoers, not just
frightenedlbored/inallentive/sleeping
students. As a result, the surroundings are much more pleasing to the eye: plush, forest green
seats and curtains, creatively crafted ceiling (for optimal-acoustics, no
doubt), a plain hardwood stage. And most importantly, the professor
didn't seem miles away, probably because the Recital Hall's design
.was geared more towards an intimate musical experience than mass .
education.
It's this intimate experience that makes a class in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall-not to mention a musical concert-such a
delight.
, And guess what, folks? If you don't have a class in the Recital Hall, you have two chances this weekend to experience this intimate selling for yourself.

a

Students

***
Some of the most intimate music ever written are the romantic works for piano composed by such
masters as Schubert, Chopin and Liszt. Combine this intimate music with an intimate setting (read
"Recital ~a1I") and you have magic.
Such magic will come to BSU on Thursday, Feb. 1, at 7:30 p.m., when Endre Hegedus, a Hungarian
pianist specializing in the music of Franz Liszt who has toured all over Europe, the former Soviet Union
and Japan, will perform in the Recital Hall. He will also give a free lecture and demonstration on the
piano music of Liszt from 12:40 to 1:30 p.m.-same day, same place. Tickets for the performance are $5
general admission, $3 Seniors and free to BSU students, faculty and staff at the door.
,A native of Hungary, Hegedus began studying the piano at age 5. He later studied at the Franz Liszt
Academy of Music in Budapest and obtained his diploma as a pianist artist and professor with distinction
in 1980. Since 1983, he has been a soloist with the National Philharmony in Hungary, appearing 40 to 50
times a year in solo recitals, as a soloist with the orchestra and in chamber music performances. He also
performs live concerts several times a year on Radio Hungary.
"It is [Liszt'sJ concept of music that I wish to carry on," Hegedus said, "that making music is a holy
mailer and that people must be taken to a fanciful, yet real, world through full piano sonority resounding
like 100 instruments."
Then, if you aren't totally overcome by art, the Recital Hall will host the Chair's Honor Recital on
, Feb. 2, at 7:30 p.m, This show will show off 11 of the Music Department's top student performers.
Among the instruments showcased by students this evening will be the flute, trumpet, marimba, piano,
.
' organ, saxophone and violin. Three vocalists will also be performing
as well.
This recital is open to the public, and best of all, it's free! If you
have any questions, you can contact the Music Department chairman,
James D. Cook at 385-1773.

I
-THE LOWEST HIRFHHES .
- EUHHILP'HSSES
-INT1L,STUOENT ID
• HOSTEL CHHOS & morel
~"--

OEE: Council on International
EdncationalExchange
Internet: bIIp:IIDIIDUJ.c1ee.org/cls/clsbome.llhn

There's more! On Sunday, Feb. 4, the Recital Hall will once again
be filled with beautiful, intimate music: sonorous sounds of the saxophone. Though most of us have painful-yes, palnful-c-memories of
saxophones as played by high school band students (who seemed
more interested in attracting game birds than making music), the saxophone can be played in a way that doesn't allract migrating geese.
Don't believe me?
AU 4 p.m., BSU music professor and saxophonist Ritchard
Maynard
will present a recital that should dispel your doubts.
Saxophonist Ritthard Maynard
BSU Music Department chairman and pianist James Cook will
accompany Maynard in a program that is a repeat of Maynard's doctoral thesis recital, performed at the
University of Georgia on Jan. 10. This performance, part of the Faculty Artists Series, includes contemporary classical and jazz-influenced pieces.
_'':' _C.~: __
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At this time in the semester-s-about the time you're gelling ready to take that first test--'-it's good to
relax and fall prey to the seductive, healing qualities of live music.
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On the Walls .•••
• Jcm. 8- Fell. 9
HUMAN RIGHTS EXHIBn'S will be at the
Student Union Building. Free.

• Jan. 26 - Feb. 23
ZAKUSKI-A
OF RUSSIAN
ARnST'S BOOKS will be shown at the Hemingway
Western Studies galleries. The public may see this
exhibn between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekdays and
between noon and 4 p.m. on weekends. Free. 385·
1999.

nsn

·Feb.1-7
3RD ANNUAL VALENTINE FOR AIDS will be
held 01 Flying M Espresso & Fine Crafts (5th and
Idaho). Many communhy members will display their
sentiments about love and friendship in various unique
valentines. We welcome the public to this unusual
show and open silent auction being held to benefit The
Idaho AIDSFoundation. 345-4320.

Around the Community ...
"

,

Wednesday, Jan. 31
• VELVET JONES 01 Blues Bouquet (1010 Main
.. -. SI.). Ages 21 and older. No cover. 345·6605.

• WOMEN'S TENNIS 01 the Boos Indoor Tennis
Center (1 507 Ooklond SI.). BSUvs. Col PoIy·SLO. 3342641.
• DJ nM 01 Neurolux (111 N. 11th SI.). No
cover. Ages 21 and older. SI drafts. 343-0886.

Saturday,leb.
3.
• MAGICIAN TIM
MACNEIL AS MERLIN at
the Boise Public Ubrary (715
S. Capnol Blvd.). MacNeil will
share magic, slories and
Arthurion lore. Allages. 1 p.m ..
384-4076.

• A-BOMB SHOES at Tom Grainey's (6th and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and alde~. 345-2505.
• LOCAL UNDERGROUND 01 Grainey's
Basement (6th and Main). Ages 21 and older. 345·
2505.
• DAN CHOPIN & PAUL LYONS 01the Funny
Bane-(8th Street Market Place). Ages 21 and older.
331-2663.

Friday, Feb. 2
.• LA TRAVIATA 01 the Morrison Center Main
Hall. 8 p.m. Presented by Boise Opera. 3B5·111 O.
• JOLINDA WAITE CROCKER in the SUB's
Groce Jordan Ballroom. Storytelling. 7 p.m. TKkets
. available through Seled-A·Seat; S5 general, S2 BSU
faculty, staff and sludents. 3B5·3874.
• WOMEN'S .GYMNASTICS in the Pavilion.
BSUvs. Seoule Pacific Univershy. 7 p.m.

• WRESTLING in the Bronco Gym. BSUvs.
Oregan. 3 p.m.

i...

• MOSQUITONES 01 Grainey's Basemen~ (6th
and Maint!.rAft'!$21 and older. 345·2505 ..
• DAN CHOPIN & PAUL LYONS 01the Funny
B.one(Bth Street Market Place). Ages 21 and older.
c~331·2663.

Thursday; Feb. 1
• ENDRE HEGEDUS at the Morrison Center
Ramal Hall. Piano concert. S5 general, S3 seniors,
free to BSUstudents, faculty and staff., 3B5-3980.

• DAN CHOPIN & PAUL LYONS at the Funny
Bone (8th Street Market Ploce). Ages 21 and older.
331·2663.
• SEVEN at the Special Events Center. Presented
by the Student Programs Boord. 7 p.m. and 11 p.m.
S2 general, SI students, faculty and stoff. 385-3655.
• SIX MILLION DOLLAR BAND 01 Bravo!. Mix
of ce'fic, warldbeat and rack music. Sponsored by the
Student Programs Boord. Free. 7:30·9:30 p.m. 3B5·
3835.
_ J1,

$;W* ~:m

..

• SOUNDS OF LO 01 G"riney's Basement (6th
and Main). Ages 21 and oldM. 345·2505.
.
~
• FAT JOHN & THE T"REE SLIMS 01Tom
'Grainey's (6th and Main). 9~0 p.m. Ages 21 and
older. 345·2505.
~

,. ,

........

, .... ,.TH.E TOURISTS oIBI.u8s Bouquet (1010 Main
SI.). Ages 21 and older. S3 cover. 345-6605.
• REBECCA SCOTT 01 Koffee Klatsch (409
8th St.). 9-11 p.m.S2 cover. 345-0452.' .

;,'.:.-

s..

~1

• CAROLINE'S SPINE, 10TH ST. HORNETS ill
& STUFFED ANIMALS at Neurolux (111 N. 11th. i;l
St.). Ages 21 and older. 343-OBB6.

Tuesday, Feb. 6
• TOM BLANCHARD at the Idaho Historical
ff Museum (610 N. Julia Davis Dr.). Ledure: "Mining in
8 Idaho Terrnorhy." Sponsored by The Friends of the
"' Historical Museum. Noon-l p.m. 334·2120.

• SOUNDS OF LO at Grainey's Basement (6th
and Main). Ages 21 and alder. 345·2505.

.. BEST OF BOISE OPEN MIC at the Funny
Bane (B,IhStreet Market Place). Ages 21 and older.
331-2663.

• THE TOURISTS 01 Blues Bouquet (1010 Main
SI.). Ages 21 and older. S3 cover. 345-6605.

• OPEN MIC WITH THE PEACHES at Neurolux
(111 N. 11th SI.). No caver. 343-0886.

Sunday, Feb. 4
. • RITCHARD MAYNARD at the Morrison
Center Recital Hall. Saxophone recital. Port of the BSU
Faculty Artist Series. 4 p.m. TItke~: S5 general, S3
seniors and free to BSUstudents, faculty and staff.
3B5·3980.

• JAM NIGHT WITH THE HOOCHIE
COOCHIE MEN at Blues Bouquet (1010 Moin SI.).
Ages 21 and older. No (over. 345-6605.

• WOMEN'S TENNIS at the Boos Indoor Tennis
Center (1507 Oakland SI.). BSUvs. New Mexito. 3342641.

IT
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• DAN CHOPIN & PAUL LYONS at the Funny::
Bone (Bth Street Market Place). Ages 21 and older. 11
• FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS at Tam
331.2663.
m Grainey's (6th and Main). Ages 21 and older. 345·
ill 2505.
.
.

,itt'
• STUNTMAN & SCRIBBLE SIMPLE 01
Neuralux (111N. 11th St).lfo cover. Ages 21 and
older. 343-OB86.
~

ffi

• WOMEN'S TENNIS at the Boas Indoor Tennis
Center (1507 Oakland SI.). BSUvs. Northern Arizona.,
• FOOD & BEVERAGE EMPLOYEE NIGHT at
334.2641.'
tl Blues Bouquet (1010 Main SI.). No cover. Happy hour
11 all nighl. 345-6605.

• THE TORTURE KING, 29 DIED & GRANT
• WOMEN'S TENNIS 01the Boas Indoor Tennis
• FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS 01Tom
AVE. at Neuralux (111 N. 11th SI.I. S5 cover. Ages .. ".;,C.enter(1 50~.~akland St). BSUvs. Northern Arizona.
Grainey's (6th ond Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and
21 and older. 343.0886.
."·",,3.34.2641. "'·.M.' t",." ''''',''" '","'U >:,,"'" """,",,,,"1 older. 345·2505; ;':"·'i"" ,"Xd 1M"" ""''''' 'ii,,,,,,!
• A-BOMB SHOES at Tom Grainey's (6th and
Moin). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and older. 345-2505.

.

Monday, Feb. 5 W
• THE FREEWHEE~RS & IAN MOORE at
Bogie's (1124 Front SU.tKkets, S10, available at
Seled·A·Seol. 342·9663"

• DAN CHOPIN & PAUL LYONS at the Funny
Bone (Bth Street Market Place). Ages 21 and alder.
331·2663 .
• CLUTCH 01Tam Grainey's (6th and Main). 9:30
p.m. 345·2505.
• CYNDIE LEE & STREETWISE at Blues .
Bouquet (1010 Moin St). Ages 21 and older. S1.50
Komis, SU5 pints and S2.25 micras. Music slarts at 8
p.m. 345-6605.

! FAT JOHN & THE THREE SUMS atTorn
Grainey's (6th and Main). Ages 21 and older. 345·
2505.

Upcoming Events
TOWER OF POWER WITH CURTIS SAL- .
GADO 01the Pavilion. Wednesday, Feb. 14.7:30
p.m. TIckets go on sole Jon. 8 0110 a.m. S20.
MICHAEL W. SMITH WITH JARS OF
CLAY AND THREE CROSSES ol the Pavilion.
Monday, Mar. 25. 7:30 p.m. TKltets go on sole
,lan. 17 0110 a.m. S18.2S • S23.50.
1996iGUR OF WGRLD FIGURESKAT.IKG CHAMPIONS olthe I'ovitlOlLftidoy, June
28. 8 p~m. Mets go on sole Jan. 22 0110 a.m.
S20·$40.

en
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.IIyJng M.E$prtsSO&fliJ~CrQfts'
_resid~Jmo·,",iP.mfoimedwiibJhe
__
hosts~rd~ADnuaPiilenline
for ' ·.··Boise Opera,and the BoiseMaster .
AIDS. artciudlon .
Chorale. She has gathered malerial
for her storylellingfrom backpacking
Irips across Europe, where she played
More than 100 Idaho artists have
guitar and sang for food. She mel and
been Invited to toke port in,the 3rdannual Valentine for AIDSArt AUdion married her husband while living in
lobe held in' downtown Boisefeb. 1~7 · Boise and wrole the book Finney the
Fair while the couple lived in the
at Flying M Espresso & Fine (rafts
counlry off of Five Mile Rood.
(500 Vi. Idaho St.):
Since leaVing Boise she has
Origlillil works of art will be on
relurned for appegronces at a number
display and 'openfor public bidding
for sevllndays at Flying M. Proceeds · of Boise- and Meridian,-area schools.
Tickets fOf bOlh evenls are $2 for
for the fund-raiser will go towards
·
'8SUfaculty;staff'and"S~dents,
and
'funding tdahoAIDS Foundation pro- .
$5 general admission, and ore availgrams that promote awareness and
able Ihrough Seled-A-Sear.·
provide support services relating to
For more information, call BSU
HIV/AIDS.
Lisa Myers, co-owner of F1ylngM, Studenl Programs Boord 01 3853874.
said the response from local artists
has been Iremendous and she Is optimislic that the event will be successful. Opportunity for sludents nalionwide 10 chat with Quincy Jones,
"This Is a great opportunity for
people 10 purchase original works of " Seal and other black celebrities
orr crealed by local artisls, while at
Already recognized as one of Ihe
Ihe same time doing somelhing posimosl hip web siles, loci
tive for the community," Myers said.
(hllp:/ /www.loci.coml has learned
"We are very fortunate iOhave so .
wilh
NBC(hllp:/ /www.nbc.coml 10
many gifled and talenled people willcelebrale Black Hislory Month with
ing 10 donale Iheir work for this
Ihe appearance of the top names in
event"
black music. Said Alan Cohen, NBC's
The art work will be on display as
executive vice presidenl of marketing,
parI of a silent auction. Interesled
"Never before has Ihe on-line commubuyers will have a chance to acquire
nity seen on event of Ihis magnitude."
Ihe art by submilling a bid in writing
Here are jusl a couple of the 21 perduring the seven-day show.
formers Ihal will be appearing live
The Ida~o AIDSFoundation Is a
every weeknight in February In "Club
nonprofit organization established to
Noir" 01 hllp:/ /www.loci.com.
help enhance awareness and preven·
Ouincy Jones (appearing Thursday,
lion of Ihe spread of HIV.The organiFeb. 1 01 9 p.m. EST) The winner of
zation also supporls programs aimed
26
Grammy Awards, Jones is celebralat providing assistance to individuals
ing
his 50lh year as a musical perand their friends and families s!rugformer. He producedlhe besl-selling
gling with HIVand AIDS.
single of all time, "We are Ihe World, n
For'more Information aboul the
Idaho AIDS Foundation, call 345-2277 and Ihe besl-selling album in the history of Iherecording induslry, Michael
o'r toll free from oUlside of Boise, 1Jackson's Thriller. His mosl recent
800-677 -AIDS.
venlure is Owest Broadcasling, a
minority-controlled broadcasling comStoryteller Jolinda Waite
pany that includes artisl Tevin Cambell
Crocker coming to BSU Feb. 2
- (who will also be appearing for a live
chal on Feb. 27.)
She's a wh~pper of a storyleller,
Seal (appearing Wednesday, Feb..
and she's coming tQ BSUto tell her
7
at
9 p.m. EST).The first time a song
lales.
of
Seal's
went to number 1, he was
JolindaWaite Crocker, on aUlhor,
listening
from a borrowed combal
performer, diredor, vocalist and playradio. Seal's 1991 single "(razy" and
wright, willappear at 7 p.m. Friday,
his impressive debut album, Seal,
Feb. 2, in the Sludent Union's Groce
inslant~ propelled Ihis 6-faot, 4-inch
Jordon Ballroom.
She will presenl a slorytelling and British perform~r Inlo slardom.
Olher famous performers appearbook·illustration workshop for chiling
during the hisloric monlh include
dren from 9:30 a.m. 10 5 p.m.
Chaka
Khan, Joshua Redmon, Aaron
Sqlurday, Feb..3, in the Jordon
Neville, Barry White, TlC and LLCool
Ballroom.
J.
Said Loci'sMaggie Ballista, Ihe
Waite Crocker is a former Bojse
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managing edif,Qrforthew~ site, '.__ ,
·Weire thrilled to promote Block
Hislory Monlhwilh NBt"
Loci, 01 hrrp://www.loci.com. isa
web site developed by college stu·
dents for college students, led by a
team of studenls 01 a new mulrimedia
~
~
lab at Boslon University's College of
Communication. Lociwas launched in
Seplember 1995 and is funded by
Barnes & Noble College Bookslores.
Locioffers content and events specialIy geared to the college market: live
chats wilh well·known celebrities,
career udvlce, polilicaldebat~ and, -, ...
interadive games. Most importantly,
Locioffers a place on the web for (01·
lege studenls 10 showcase their work,
~....;.
.'
•...E::~'
:6'~I:I:
from poelry 10 'pholographs, from
shorl slories to editorials. Lociis Ihe
student cenler for Ihe rapidly emerg- .
ing globai campus.
N8C Marketing has been the
. leader in network inleradive marketing. The recipienl of the 1994
Inleradive Markele'r of Ihe Year
Award, NBCMarketing led NBC's
efforls as the firsl network Ie launch a
full en-line service and the first network 10 bring advertisers rind affili·
ales Inlo cyberspace.
NBCInleradive Media oversees
j'trtger . Student Special
NBC'stwo on-line services: NBC
<{>rtrtts
SuperNet on MSN(The Microsoft
tllll.et of noll.
only tsa with
Network) and NBChlrv on Ihe World
ltudent 1.0.
Wide Web (www.nbc.com). Both services offer conlenl-rich inleradive
Dlscountll/
That's a $20
areas for news, sports, enterlainment,
$15 for Manicure.
NBCstations, CNBCand America's
$30 10' Pedicures
$25 foi Maintenance 01 Arllftclal Nalls
Talking, as well as new conlellt nor
$5 discount for Students
bosed on.NBCprogramming. NBC's
NATIONAL AWARD WINNING SALON
service on MSNis port ofo larger
INVITES YOU TO START WEARING A
, STRONGER NAIL TODAY
slralegic multimedia alliance wilh
Microsoft Ihal involves the developAll Services Guaranteed
ment of CD-ROMsand inleradive lele- .
jitrtger tS 384-9908
vision as well as Ihe formation of a
A Way To Find Commt.lIlUo" .
<{?l1.rt Across tram TCBY
Assistance for Seniors
24-hour news-and-informalion coble
Noll Solon
Walk InsWelcome
service and on inleraclive on-line
26 Broadway Ave. • Boise, I
news-and-information service.
Allevents willll~O be available by
accessing NBCSuperNet on MSN.
The 'Arbiter is looking for an online editor. The successful applicant will be able to hit the ground running
Merlin alive I
with html experience and the ability to translate 24
II's magic! Magician TImMacNeil .
Arbiter pages weekly from Quark to html. This is a
will casl a magic spell on Salurday,
salaried position. Bring reS!lme and references to Adam
Feb. 3, 01 the Boise Public Library.
Rush at the Arbiter offices.
MacNeil, dressed as Merlin, will share
magic, slories and Arthurian lore wilh
Address: 1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho, 83725.
Iisleners of all ages all p.m.
Telephone:. (208).345-8204
M~cNeil's performance is port of
the library's celebration of "The Many
Realms of King Arthur." For more
information, call Adult Services 01
,
384·4076.
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Employment·

w"kIf

$1750
possible mailing our circulars. For info call
(301) 306-1207.

s100,000 FIRST YEAR cOIllJllIs-

sIons possible.

We need
recruiters, trainers and managers, 24-hour recorded.mes-.
sage. 1-800-289-5685.
. .
.
Door-to-door fundralslng

sales. ' :

Industry. Earn up to $3,000$6,000+ per month. Room &
Board! Transportation! .
MaleIFemale. No experience
necessary! (206)971-3510 ext.
A59031.

Housing

NATIONAl PARKS HIRING.
Positions are now available at
National Parks, Forests &
Wildlife Preserves. Excellent. ;
l?en~fils +bOnuse~! QlII~
91i -3620 ~xt. N590j2. ...... ,

lffO~-

Great Money! Great Fun! Btm:: ;:'.; ; ..:

:j.

;.,

' ..

. money for spring break.
.'
CRU1SE SHIPS. lURING. Earn up
Weekend and evening hours ... ' ",: 10 $2,OOO+/month. World travel.
Call Terri or Kristi at 375-5900.
Seasonal & full-time positions:"
.
No expo necessary. For info. call

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.

Fishing

1-206-971-3550

Ecn$500-SIOOOweekly
.
stuffing envelopes; For details RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE; 57 Greentree
Drive, Suite 307; Dover, DE
19901.

ext. C5.9033.

ResJlOIISibIe M/F to share 3bedroom.townhouse,
$3OO/month, $150 deposit.

tI

iii

iiilil¥;

a

i

a

ately, 1-800-243-2435'-(1-800AID-2.HELP).

.

'"OffIce Pro.· Need a resume?
Need to have a paper typed?
Perhaps you need tutoring on
software-Office Pro. does all
this and more! For reasonable
rates, quality, and prompt results
call Matt Stan/f!Y today at 8533848.
.'
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Finandal Aid
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE. Billions of dollars in grants. Qualify immedi-
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quickly iriJne of the endzones at the conclusion of
the game. Standing in front of the cameras, the
Dallas players celebrated with high fives in a gener- .:
Well, it's over. For this year, anyway. Millions
al state of ecstasy. One by one, Bradshaw grabbed
have long since put the game of the year between
the Dallas players for IS-second interviews on their
the pigskin titans behind them and life.goes on.
thoughts of the game.
Wives (or maids or maybe even the husbands themMichael Irving,the showy split end and touchselves)maystill be cleaning up this past weekend's
down producer sneered at the camera as he recountcarnage of spilt beer, pizza, potato chips and guaed how people had put down his coach before the
camole dip, but for the most part, it's business as
game.
usual br now. Entertainment is fleeting like so many
Irving said that people thought his coach was full
other accomplishments where we unconsciously
of __ .
strive for a little attention, a little grab for that feel"But after today's game, by golly, we showed the
", ..ing.o!,,!omination. But after the donning of goI4,-sjl:,._. \V?rl~_w.h?!s really fu!~of_._._. ~':
.
•__ :
ver and bronze, and national anthems have ended
Conclusion: Cowboy Irving plays football to vin- .
their tunes, every single winner eventually is asked
dicate his coach.
to step down from the podium.
Next come some bulky linemen. One says he was
Don't forget to thank the advertisers who bring
just "doing his job" out there holding up his end of
us such spectacles by banking on our eyes staying
the workload.
just as riveted to their highly creative commercials
" ConcliJsion: This Cowboy plays football so he
as they do toa founh-down-and-goal situation. I
doesn't let down the rest of the team.
know. You say you hate them. But you really love
The other 3()().plus pounder lineman, sensing the
" them. Aside from the new batch of commercials
boring response from his teammate, smiles a big
during this year's game, the winner from last year's
grin and chortles with delight about how he "kicked
(evidently) was the Bud beer one espoused by three
his opponent's_."
fake frogs croaking their sponsor's three-syllable
Conclusion: This Cowboy plays football to get
name from various perches in their lilly pond.
the same zing as a resurrected Darth Vader. He
Bud and the frogs wasn't my favorite com merwants to rule by intimidation.
cial. I still remember clearly the Wilson Commercial.
Then Bradshaw grabs Emmit Smith, the star runIt was the one that showcased the David and Goliath
ning back and voted the hardest worker by his teammotif.when little boy David, after downing the giant
mates. He calmly looks at Bradshaw, then says,
with his rudimentary sling, picks upthe fatal projec"Well, our team played very hard today and it was
tile and uncovers the Wilson "W" etched in the rock
great to win. But my effort and my rewards all go
he just threw. I do hate commercialism but who
toward the glory of God."
could ever forget the shot of laughing Goliath sudBradshaw asked another question. Emmit contindenly gasping and then the quick cut to the
• ued down the same path.
groundlevel scene of his huge frame teetering and
"It's great to be on this Dallas team but I just
.
then finally falling like a freshly sawed giant redwant to thank God for giving me the talent and abiliwood crashing to the forest floor. The reason I like
ty to play."
this one must have something to do with my worldConclusion: Cowboy Smith plays football not to
view. Behold, how the mighty have fallen.
vindicate his coach, not to show off, not just to fulI am going to make a prediction that my most
fill his contract, nor to bully his opponents. He plays
vivid memory from all this year's football- hoopla
football evidently to bring glory to his God.
will not originate from any commercial nor from
EmmitSmith had only 15 seconds before milany amazing individual effort on the field of play. In lionsof people to tell us his thoughts on a popular
fact, it won't even come from any amazing individ-.
sport in America and he blew everyone away. With
ual effort on the field of play. In fact, it won't even
one statement, his teammate's comments looked
come from any of the Super Bowl game or surpretty foolish and weak. He didn't do it by attacking
rounding events. Surprisingly, my most memorable
them. He did it by putting himself in the proper
moment will come from something that happened
place to the bigger picture that extends beyond
after the Green Bay/Dallas playoff game more than
gridirons, victory platforms, stadiums of fans and
two weeks ago.·
worldwide picture tubes. He didn't preach a sermon .
Dallas had won; Most Green Bay fans had
to tell us what kind of God he believes in. He wasn't
already turned the channel to the six o'clock news
given the time.
long before the game ended.Ex-football player and
Maybe we should take the time to search our
announcer Terry Bradshaw, with mic in hand, had
souls and ask what motivates us to live and move
?ulldozed his way on to the victory stand erected
and have our being.

Fishbowl

by Eric Ellis

The Arbiter is looking for an online editor. The

:5uccessful.applicant will be_able to hit the ground.
running with html experience and the ability to
translate 24 Arbiter pages weekly from Quark to
html. Thisis a salariedposifion. Bring resume
and references to Adam Rush at the Arbiter
offices.
Address: 1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho.83725."
Telephone: (208)345-8204.

·Q-NLINE·

-Wanted!!!
The Arbileris looking for students
who didn't get promised results when
-they sent money to companies sp.e;~.-"
cializing in scholarship searches.
Contact AdallJ Rush at 345-8204.
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BECOME AN

AIR FORCE

•
~~

"

Th~ Air Force has a
special place for you. As
an Air Force 'nurse officer you
can put your professional skills to
work and ~I!i~Y:._._~_,... _,_, ... " ....
•
•
•
•

a team approach to health care
30 days vacation with pay per year
complete medical and dental care
opportunities to advance

. Serve your country while you
advance your career.

;

i' :
.'

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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',Weekdays • 1 pm to .~'pm
on ,Talk Kadio 580KFXD'-
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Software, CalcUlators, Walkman's,
T-shirts and More .
DEMONSTRATIONS

•' Apple

fUl1C::I=ION

.{}~ Packard BeliN

-.=-- _
TEXAS •
~,&
INSTRUMENTS
Learn ·to Surf the Net

rh~

HEWLETT

~~

PACKARD
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FANTASTIC

PRICES

Save on Computers, Peripherals, s.oftware,
Electronics, Comp~ter Books and More!. .
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